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SANS - 434SANS 724:2010

Pioneers in safety workwear

For over 60 years we have been dedicated to manufacturing quality protective clothing which enables workers 

to perform their jobs safely and efficiently. 

We produce a wide variety of safety workwear to service a number of industries, focussing primarily on 

the mining, foundry, steel, OGP (oil, gas and petroleum), chemical and util ities industries. Our meticulous 

manufacturing process, experience, safety-centric attitude and our commitment to quality has helped us 

establish long lasting relationships in a number of industry communities throughout the United Kingdom, 

Canada and Africa. 

Our dedicated approach to the consistent innovation of garment solutions has also allowed us to develop a 

number of specialised garments such as the original flame retardant workwear range, Zeroflame®, Nomex® and 

our new Protal® Electric Arc protective range. We also manufacture the Vinex® and Alumax ranges, a collection 

of aluminium splash proof garments which are used by the world’s largest mining company, BHP Bill iton.

The quality of our garments has been recognised throughout the world through various accreditations. We are 

an ISO 9001 certified company with SABS approved status. In addition, our garments meet Canadian and 

European safety standards and any new advancement is comprehensively tested before release.

Committed to safety and innovation, we strive to develop garments which satisfy the needs of individuals who 

work in dangerous environments and are constantly pushing the boundaries to provide superior safetywear 

solutions for all industries. 

Brands proudly brought to you by MB Workwear
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This 100% cotton twill fabric weighs 220g. It ensures breathability and is comfortable to wear making it an ideal 
workwear fabric. It is also SANS 1387: 2009 addition 2.1 part 4 certified. 

A fabric made up of a 100% cotton satin weave and weighing 270g, the D59 cotton fabric is tough and durable 
and ensures 100% breathability. In addition, it is also SANS 1387: 2009 addition 2.1 part 4 certified.

Viscose rayon is similar to other natural fibres, such as cotton, even though it is man-made. Made for durability 
and comfort, this premium acid protection product is a manufactured cellulose solution which is developed from 
wood pulp.

Fabric Specifications

We have a wide selection of fabrics suitable for a number of industries. These extensively tested and durable fabrics offer outstanding 
breathability to provide the wearer with ease of movement and comfort, allowing them to complete their job safely and to the best of 
their ability. Our garments can be found in South Africa’s toughest industries and have been protecting South African workers for over 60 
years. Browse through our fabrics and ensure that you’re taking the safety of your employees seriously.

SANS 1387: 2009 addition 2.1 part 4 approved fabric made up of a 100% cotton satin weave, weighing 270g - 
300g. Being 100% cotton the fabric ensures breathability and comfort. This fabric can withstand a minimum of 50 
washes. In addition, it is treated with chemicals giving it flame retardant properties. It is important to note that 
ironing this fabric after washing reignites the flame retardant properties.

Zeroflame® and Zeroflame® Acid: A SANS 1387: 2009 addition 2.1 part 4 approved fabric made up of a 100% 
cotton satin weave and weighing 270g - 300g. Being 100% cotton, the fabric ensures breathability and comfort. 
This fabric can withstand a minimum of 50 washes. In addition, it is treated with chemicals giving it flame retardant 
and acid resistant properties. It is important to note that ironing this fabric after washing reignites the flame 
retardant properties. 

Developed by DuPont (a global powerhouse across numerous industries), Nomex® is an inherently flame retardant 
fabric due to its 93% meta-aramid, 5% para-aramid and 2% carbon / nylon anti-static make-up. This means the very 
fibres it is weaved from already have flame retardant properties. This makes its flame retardant properties (amongst 
others) far greater than most fabrics, particularly flame retardant treated fabrics. Nomex® is often the preferred 
fabric for F1 racing suits.

Developed and approved in the USA, Vinex® is a specialised fabric used exclusively in the Aluminium industry due 
to its ability to resist molten metal splash.

Technically complex and impressive, our 350g, 98% cotton, 2% carbon fibre flame retardant and anti-static fabric 
allows an individual to work in environments where both these risks are prevalent, all the while ensuring 100% 
protection from these elements.

An EN approved fabric made up of 100% cotton weave and weighing 235g. This is our ultra-cool flame retardant 
fabric which is used in sub-tropical areas. This fabric was initially developed for European companies working in 
the OGP industry, but since then it has found many other uses. It is EN ISO 11612:2015 approved. 

A fabric comprising of 65% polyester, 35% cotton and weighing 235g, this fabric is able to withstand a minimum of 
50 washes. It has been treated to repel water, oil and acid and is an ISO 14419-1998 > grade 5 certified fabric.

Protal® uses a unique blend of Protex® fibre, flame retardant viscose and other technical fibres to produce an 
inherently flame retardant fabric that’s strong, extremely durable yet lightweight, flexible and breathable. It is 
produced locally by Gelvenor, a strategic partner of MB Workwear.

SANS 724:2010, NFPA 70E, EN1149-5, EN11612, EN 61482-1-1, EN 61482-1-2 Class 1, EN 61482-1-2 Class 2

An affordable fabric with long lasting capabilities, this fabric is 100% polyester and is predominantly used for ladies 
canteen garments.

Our very popular polycotton blend is available in numerous colours and sold nationwide. This fabric is durable, 
comfortable, lightweight and flexible.

This is a 12oz, 100% cotton denim fabric which is used in various industries and across numerous styles. It is 
comfortable, durable and brings an element of fashion to workwear. 

An affordable fabric with long lasting capabilities, this fabric is 100% polyester and is predominantly used for ladies 
canteen garments.

This is a unique flame retardant, NFPA 2112 UL Certified fabric with APTV: 14 Cal rating. It is comfortable, durable 
and flexible, and provides all the protection required.  

This is a specially developed warp-knit protective chain-clogging fabric for chainsaw operators. It is made up of 
35% PET, 40% PP and 25% PVA. All the yarns used are Öko-Tex certified.

This strong fabric has rip-stop qualities for extra strength.
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Technical Specifications

Our garments are made with the wearer in mind to provide comfort and durability. This is made possible by a selection of technical 
features which have been specially developed to keep the wearer safe in the workplace. These features range from extra stitching to 
adjustable elements, visibility enhancers and other features which improve comfort and safety. We have combined 60 years of 
experience in safetywear manufacturing to produce a range of technical features for various garments across a wide range of industries. 

Feature Icons

A pen is an essential part of many workers’ daily lives. Our garments are fitted with a pen division for this exact reason, 
allowing workers to easily access and store their pen as they go about their day. 

A bar tack is a series of close, dense zigzag stitches used to reinforce areas of stress on garments, such as pocket 
openings, bottom of a fly opening or buttonholes. This quality feature adds extra durability to our garments.

Our triple needle seams are fed through a folder by a highly skilled and specialised machinist. We use triple stitching 
on all stress bearing seams to ensure our garments have an added life span.

We use YKK zips, the world’s largest zip manufacturer, on all of our garments.

An adjustable cuff is an added feature for extra comfort which allows the cuff to be adjusted to the individual 
wearer’s size.  

This is high quality thread that is compliant with the South African National Standards (SANS). This thread gives 
garments superior strength.

Flexi fit is a feature which allows the wearer great freedom of movement whilst maintaining the garment’s shape and 
smart appearance. It allows the wearer to do their job without any resistance.

Visibility is always a priority. That is why any MB Workwear garment can be fitted with reflective tape. All our reflective 
tape complies with the relevant international standards.  

The edges of the button holes are covered with a knot to “gimp” the buttonholes which gives garments superior 
strength.

We offer HACCP designed uniforms and work garments for workers in the food and beverage industry.

We use double stitiched seams on our garment pockets to ensure the garment is durable and has an extended life 
span.

We offer industry specific garments such as chainsaw trousers for the foresty industry. Our chainsaw trousers are 
designed to provide maximum protection (EN381:5 approved) while offering lightweight comfort.

Our waterproof garments have been specially coated to protect the wearer from the elements.

We have a range of cold resistant garments which have added padding to keep the wearer warm in colder 
envionments.

YKK

Risk Icons

Garments which display this icon have been chemically treated to repel not only acid, but water and oil as well. 

We have a selection of flame retardant garments to provide extra protection in areas where explosions and fire risk are 
prevalent.  

Garments which accompany this icon have been specifically treated to provide protection against molten metal 
splash. 

All garments which are represented by this icon are high visibility garments. Visibility is always a priority and that is why 
our garments adhere to high visibility standards.

Our anti-static garments provide protection against electrostatic discharge in areas where there is a risk of explosions.    

Industry Icons

The mining industry is a demanding environment inherent with tough conditions and many potential hazards such as 
heat, chemicals and moving machinery. It is therefore imperative that workers are dressed in workwear of the highest 
protective and quality standards.

In the agricultural industry heavy machinery and dangerous equipment are prevalent, so it is essential that workers 
have adequate protection. Our garments allow for extensive physical movement and are made from breathable 
materials to provide agricultural workers with comfort and protection. 

When working with gas and electricity, it is vital that safety procedures are adhered to in order to protect the wellbeing 
of workers. Our garments take safety a step further; providing workers in the utilities industry with extra protection.

The dangers of the OGP industry are well known and that is why it is crucial that workers in this industry have the 
appropriate safetywear. Our garments have flame retardant properties to offer workers invaluable protection.

Molten splash and heavy machinery are just some of the risks workers in the aluminium industry have to face on a daily 
basis. Our specially designed garments have been manufactured to protect workers against these risks, allowing them 
to work to the best of their ability while enjoying peace of mind. 

The steel industry is fraught with danger and the nature of the industry forces workers to put themselves in harm’s way 
on a regular basis. We produce garments which lower the risks faced by South African steel workers by providing 
adequate protective wear for this dangerous environment. 

Chainsaws and falling trees are trademarks of forestry. These two risks also provide serious safety concerns for forestry 
workers. Our garments, such as our chainsaw trousers, are specifically designed to minimise these risks and to provide 
workers with a higher level of safety. 

Our garments are durable, comfortable and suitable for workers across a wide variety of industries. We have an 
extensive selection of breathable garments which allow for a wide range of movement while providing adequate 
protection, enabling workers to perform their jobs safely and efficiently.  

The garments in our new Protal® Electric Arc protective range provide a protective solution to electrical arc flash in 
areas where explosions are prevalent.

Our security garments are both durable and comfortable and provide the wearer with range of movement without 
sacrificing protection or fabric quality. 
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Garment Size Guide

Winter Jackets and Shirts

Please Note:
Boilersuit (1 piece coverall) is measured on chest sizes.

Conti Suit jackets are 10cm bigger than trousers in accordance with SANS specifications.

Conti Suits are measured as chest sizes, not on waist sizes.

Boilersuits and Conti Suits

28”

72cm

30”

77cm

32”

82cm

34”

87cm

36”

92cm

38”

97cm

40”

102cm

42”

107cm

44”

112cm

46”

117cm

48”

122cm

50”

128cm

52”

132cm

54”

137cm

56”

142cm

58”

147cm

60”

152cm

62”

157cm

XS S M L XL 2XL 3XL 4XL 5XL

Our garments are available in various colours. Please refer to the colour index to ascertain what colour you’d like your garments.

Colour Index

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

1 2 3 4

5 6 7 8

9 10 11 12

13 14

Red

White

Bottle Green

Royal Blue

Orange

Unbleached

Emerald

Navy Blue

Yellow

Khaki

Leaf Green

Black

Denim

Grey
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Button front, all stress points are bar tacked and all pockets double needled for extra strength.

SANS Artisan Style Boilersuit 

Flame retardant anti-static coverall with flame retardant reflective tape. 

Offshore Style OGP Coverall (EN Approved)

50mm reflective
silver tape

for high visibility

ruched
back waist

2 breast pockets
with flap

concealed
button

2 slant side pockets
with side slits

action back for
extra comfort

ruched
back waist

2 hip pockets

rule pocket

plain cuff with
adjustment studs

50mm flame retardant
reflective tape 
for high visibility

2 breast pockets
with flap

concealed YKK
zip closure

slant side pockets
with side slits

YKK

plain cuff

SANS - 434
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Engineer style boilersuit with concealed YKK zip closure, breast pocket, 2 side pockets with 
side slits, a rule pocket and 1 hip pocket.      

SANS Engineer Style Two Tone Boilersuit

ruched
back waist

rule pocket

breast pocket
with flap

concealed YKK
zip closure

2 slant side pockets
with side slits

plain cuff

50mm reflective
silver tape

for high visibility

Engineer style boilersuit with concealed YKK zip closure, breast pocket, 2 side pockets with 
side slits, a rule pocket and 1 hip pocket. 

SANS Engineer Style Boilersuit 

50mm reflective
silver tape

for high visibility

 hip pocket

rule pocket

breast pocket
with flaps 

concealed YKK 
zip closure

2 slant side pockets
with side slits

set in sleeve with
plain cuff

SANS - 434

SANS - 434

YKK

YKK

Nomex® coverall specially designed for Refineries and the OGP Industry. Includes radio 
pouch, attachment for gas monitor, Nomex® Zip and an action back for extra comfort and 
style.    

Nomex® OGP Style Coverall

Rig style coverall, concealed YKK zip front closure.  

Offshore Rig Style OGP Boliersuit (EN Approved) 

2 hip pockets
with flaps

set in long
sleeve

radio pouch

one breast pocket
with flap

concealed YKK
zip closure

slant side pockets
with side slits

press stud closure
over zip for
protection

action back

50mm flame
retardant reflective

tape for high visibility

action back for
extra comfort

ruched
back waist

2 hip pockets

rule pocket

plain cuff with
adjustment studs

50mm flame
retardant

reflective tape
for high visibility

2 breast pockets
with zip closure

concealed YKK
zip closure

slant side pockets
with side slits

rule pocket

YKK

YKK



Engineer style boilersuit with concealed YKK zip closure, 2 breast pockets, 2 side pockets 
with side slits, a rule pocket and 1 hip pocket.      

Engineer Style Zeroflame® Boilersuit

 hip pocket

rule pocket

2 breast pockets
with flaps

concealed YKK 
zip closure

2 slant side pockets
with side slits

ruched sleeve

ruched
back waist

YKK

50mm flame
retardant

reflective tape
for high visibility

The Original ZeroFlame®: MB Workwear’s Flame Retardant Garments

Anyone who has ever worked with oil and gas or in welding, smelting and furnace environments will know that flash fires are the most 
destructive accidents that can occur in the workplace. In these industries, where lethal burns are a daily threat, it is important to take 
the necessary safety precautions in order to ensure that workers are adequately protected.

Following years of research, we successfully launched the first ZeroFlame® range in 2002. The result was unlike anything else in the 
marketplace; a garment which is durable and comfortable, and made from a unique flame retardant fabric which provides protection 
from heat and does not melt when touched by flames.

Our ZeroFlame® products have been extensively tested in the thermal instrumentation mannequin test at the University of Alberta in 
Canada. The Zeroflame® garments passed the test with exceptional results twelve years ago and have since been highly successful in 
many markets, including South Africa, Africa, Canada and the United Kingdom.

The success of the ZeroFlame® range inspired us to further develop the ZeroFlame® product extensions to suit various environments and 
climates. The first of these innovations is ZeroFlame® UltraCool which is specifically developed for warmer climates, offering workers the 
same excellent protection from heat and flames in a lighter garment with increased breathability. After being tested in some of the 
world’s hottest regions for over ten years, ZeroFlame® UltraCool is the go-to garment for comfort and protection in warm climates. 

ZeroFlame® UltraStrength is a thicker garment which is renowned for its durability and was specifically developed for individuals working 
in the oil and petrochemical industries in colder climates. This garment provides comprehensive protection from hazards in harsh 
working environments while keeping workers warm and sheltered from the elements. 

ZeroFlame® Acid Resistant is the most recent addition to the flame retardant garment family which uses a specialised water resistant 
finish to create a protective garment which is impervious to the destructive effects of acid and other chemicals. 

Our ZeroFlame® range goes beyond that of a flame retardant garment and traditional workwear; it extends into creativity and is 
evidence of our undying commitment to provide superior protective clothing options to working men and women around the world. 
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Jacket with monza flap breast pocket and 2 side patch pockets. Trousers have 2 side patch 
pockets and 1 hip pocket.

Standard Conti Suit

Concealed YKK zip front, 2 side pockets and 1 breast pocket with flap press stud closure 
pocket and front and back contrast yoke. Trousers with 2 swing pockets and 1 hip pocket.

Two Tone Superior Conti Suit

front yokes

concealed YKK zip
 front closure

breast pocket with
monza style flap

concealed YKK zip

hip pocket

half ruched waist with belt 
loops for extra comfort

plain back

set-in long
sleeve

YKK

front contrast yokes

concealed YKK zip
 front closure

2 side pockets

1 breast pocket and
flap press stud closure

2 side swing
pockets

concealed YKK zip

reflective tape
for high visibility

hip pocket

half ruched waist
with belt loops 

for extra comfort

back contrast yoke

YKK

2 side
patch

pockets
2 side patch

pockets

Concealed YKK zip front, 2 side pockets and 1 breast pocket with flap press stud closure 
pocket. Trousers with 2 swing pockets and 1 hip pocket.

Superior Conti Suit

concealed YKK zip
 front closure

2 side pockets

1 breast pocket and
flap press stud closure

2 side swing
pockets

concealed YKK zip hip pocket

half ruched waist
with belt loops 

for extra comfort

YKK

Concealed YKK zip front closure, side vents for extra comfort and flexibility, 2 side pockets, 1 
breast pocket and flap press stud closure. All stress areas bar tacked, all pockets double 
needled and all stress seams triple stitched. 

SANS Zeroflame® Conti Suit (EN approved)

concealed YKK
zip front

certified Zeroflame® 
product

certified 

side pocket

Zeroflame®

product

extra length trouser

50mm flame
retardant reflective

silver tape

ruched sleeves

hip pocket

YKK

side vents
for extra
comfort

2 side pockets

SANS - 434

1 breast pocket and
flap press stud closure
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Vinex® & Alumax Conti Suit 

Jacket with 2 breast pockets and 2 side pockets, trousers with 2 swing pockets and 50mm 
flame retardant tape around waist, arms and legs.   

concealed YKK zip
 front closure

2 side pockets
with flap and
concealed press
stud closure

50mm flame
retardant
reflective
silver tape

2 breast pockets and
flap press stud closure

2 side swing
pockets

concealed YKK zip

hip pocket

half ruched waist
with belt loops 

for extra comfort

YKK

Concealed YKK zip front jacket with 1 breast pocket and 2 side pockets, side vents and all 
seams triple stitched. Trousers with 2 swing pockets and 1 hip pocket

SANS Mark Bearing Style Conti Suit

front yokes

concealed YKK zip
 front closure

hip pocket

half ruched waist
with belt loops 

for extra comfort

1 breast pocket and
flap press stud closure

2 side swing

side vents
for extra
comfort

pockets

concealed YKK zip

set-in long
sleeve

2 side pockets

50mm reflective
silver tape

YKK

SANS - 434

Concealed YKK zip front closure, side vents for extra comfort and flexibility, 2 side pockets, 1 
breast pocket and flap press stud closure. All stress areas bar tacked, all pockets double 
needled and all stress seams triple stitched. 

Protal® Electric Arc Conti Suit – MB Arc Protection

concealed YKK
zip front

side pocket

extra length trouser

50mm flame
retardant reflective

silver tape

ruched sleeves

hip pocket

YKK

side vents
for extra
comfort

2 side pockets

A garment designed specifically for women which offers a comfortable and flexible fit.

SANS Mark Bearing Ladies Mining Conti Suit

ergonomic chest design
for comfy ladies fit

concealed YKK zip
 front closure

hip pocket

adjustable waist band

2 side swing
pockets

concealed YKK zip

set-in long
sleeve

2 side pockets
with flap and
concealed press
stud closure

50mm reflective
silver tape

YKK

SANS 724:2010
SANS - 434

SANS - 434

1 breast pocket and
flap press stud closure
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Winter jacket, padded for extra warmth and comfort, with a concealed YKK zip and 
adjustable cuffs.  

Padded Winter Jacket

Zeroflame® Padded Winter Jacket

Winter jacket, padded for extra warmth and comfort, with a concealed YKK zip and 
adjustable cuffs.  

YKK

storm flap with 
press stud closure

concealed
YKK zip closure

Adjustable cuff with
press stud

50mm flame retardant
reflective tape

2 side pockets
with flap and

press stud closure

2 breast pockets
with flap and

press stud closure

storm flap with 
press stud closure

concealed
YKK zip closure

adjustable cuff
with press stud

back yoke

2 side pockets
with flap and

press stud closure

2 breast pockets
with flap and

press stud closure

50mm flame retardant
reflective tape

YKK
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Chainsaw trousers designed to provide maximum protection (EN381:5 approved) while 
offering lightweight comfort. 

Chainsaw Trousers (EN Approved)

Tech flexi fit, high frequency welded seams, fixed hood with draw string, zip with double storm flap 
and press stud closer, elasticated back, sleeves with wing cuffs, press stud adjustment at ankles 
and waterproof 8000mm.

Flame Retardant Anti-Static Rain Suit

YKK

elasticated waist
band with belt loops

latest technology light
weight sprocket clogging
material (multiple layers of

fabric used on inside of fronts
& inner thigh areas)

ballistic nylon light weight, extra strength 
and low moisture absorbancy used
on fronts & lower back of trousers

heavy duty
polycotton

fabric for durability
& comfort

high visibilty laces
for extra safety

Heavy duty 
YKK zip

YKK

fixed hood with
draw string

high frequency
welded seams

YKK zip with double
storm flap and

press stud closer

sleeves with
wing cuffs

press stud
adjustment at ankles

elasticated back

Standard button front dustcoat with 1 breast pocket and 2 side pockets.  

Standard Dustcoat

YKK

4 button &
buttonhole closure

1 breast pocket
with pen division

long set in sleeve
with plain cuff

2 side pockets back vent

Security Uniforms

Functional and durable 2 piece security uniform. The shirt is fitted with a glad neck, 
epaulettes and 2 breast pockets with flaps and button closures. The trousers are pin tucked 
and include an elasticated hem for added comfort. They are also fitted with a single hip 
pocket with a button closure and 2 functional cargo pockets, also with button closures.

glad neck

epaulettes

pin tuck

elasticated hem

2 breast pockets
with flap and

button closure

functional cargo
pockets with

button closure

hip pocket with
button closure
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Lightweight, comfortable, cool, high visibility shirt with 50mm silver reflective tape. 

Two Tone High Visibility Ladies Blouse

Lightweight, comfortable, cool, high visibility shirt with 50mm silver reflective tape. 

Two Tone High Visibility Shirt

50mm silver
reflective tape

button front

50mm silver
reflective tape

2 breast pockets
with flap and

button closure

cuff adjustment
button closure

cuff adjustment
button closure

button front
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Long sleeve shirts with button front, button flap pockets and button cuffs.

Chambray Ladies Blouse

Chambray Lounge Shirt 

Long sleeve shirts with button front, button flap pockets and button cuffs.

2 breast pockets
with flap and

button closure

cuff adjustment
button closure

button front

cuff adjustment
button closure

button front

2 breast pockets
with flap and

button closure

2 breast pockets
with flap and

button closure

cuff adjustment
button closure

button front

Long sleeve shirt with button front, button flap pockets and button cuffs. Also available 

in Protal® Flame Retardant Arc Protection.

Men’s Workwear Long Sleeve Shirt 

Women’s Workwear Long Sleeve Shirt 

Long sleeve shirt with button front, button flap pockets and button cuffs. Also available in 

Protal® Flame Retardant Arc Protection.

cuff adjustment
button closure

button front

2 breast pockets
with flap and

button closure
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2 breast pockets
with flap and

button closure

button front

Short sleeve shirts with button front and button flap pockets. 

Men’s Workwear Short Sleeve Shirt 

Women’s Workwear Short Sleeve Shirt 

Short sleeve shirts with button front and button flap pockets. 

button front

2 breast pockets
with flap and

button closure

button front

2 hip pockets

1 breast pocket

Coordinated set dress, apron and headscarf, functional chest and hip pockets on dress 
with additional pocket on apron.

Ladies Canteen with Headscarf and Apron

headscarf

apron



Safety Obsessed, Quality Driven

Tel: +27 39 682 2430  |  Fax: +27 39 682 2154

info@mbworkwear.co.za

www.mbworkwear.co.za 


